SUBJECT: REPORT OF DEANS C. E. ERICKSON AND MILTON E. MUELDER OF THE M.S.U. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN SAIGON. 30 JANUARY TO 9 FEBRUARY 1956

INTRODUCTION:

FOLLOWING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MSU GROUP OPERATIONS IN S. VIETNAM DURING THE SPRING TERM 1955, THE TRIP OF DEANS C. E. ERICKSON AND MILTON E. MUELDER CONSTITUTED THE FIRST OFFICIAL VISIT OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM MSU TO THIS AREA. THE OPERATIONS OF THE MSU GROUP IN S. VIETNAM HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN CONSIDERABLE DETAIL FROM MONTH TO MONTH AND NO ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE TO DUPLICATE THESE MATERIALS OR TO SUMMARIZE THEM. ONE SECTION OF THE REPORT OF A RECENT TRIP TO JAPAN AND OKINAWA WILL BE REPEATED HERE BECAUSE IT HAS EQUAL SIGNIFICANCE TO THE SITUATION IN SAIGON.

BECAUSE OF THE FACTORS OF GREAT PHYSICAL SEPARATION AND THE NECESSITY TO DELEGATE MANY RESPONSIBILITIES TO MISSION MEMBERS, IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO SUPPLEMENT WRITTEN REPORTS WITH A PERSONAL VISIT IN ORDER TO REVIEW ON THE SPOT PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS, PRESENT PROGRAMS, AND FUTURE PLANNING. OF EQUAL SIGNIFICANCE TO THESE ADMINISTRATIVE REQUISITES IS THE NEED THROUGH SUCH VISITS TO DEMONSTRATE CONVINCINGLY TO THE STAFF ABROAD THAT MSU IS MAINTAINING A SINCERE INTEREST IN THEIR WORK, PROBLEMS, AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS. ALSO IT IS FREQUENTLY POSSIBLE FOR PERSONS REPRESENTING MSU TO DO THINGS FOR THE MISSION ABROAD WHICH THEY CANNOT DO SO EASILY FOR THEMSELVES, SUCH AS CLARIFYING FOR IMPORTANT LOCAL AUTHORITIES, BOTH NATIVE AND AMERICAN, THE PURPOSES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE MSU GROUP, CALLING ATTENTION TO SPECIAL NEEDS OF OUR PEOPLE, AND INDICATING THROUGH DISCUSSIONS AND ACTIONS THE SINCERITY AND INTEREST OF MSU IN ITS MISSION ABROAD.

OBSERVATIONS WILL BE RESTRICTED TO MATTERS OF GENERAL INTEREST AND OVER-ALL EVALUATION.

HEALTH AND HOUSING

THERE IS, FIRST OF ALL, A GREAT HEALTH HAZARD. MOST OF THE MSU PERSONNEL AND THEIR FAMILIES AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER COME DOWN WITH ILLNESS, USUALLY AMOEbic DYSENTERY. SAIGON, AS A CITY, IMPRESSED US AS BEING EXTREMELY UNHEALTHY AND THE INHABITANTS APPEARED SICK AND SLUGGISH. BECAUSE OF INSECURITY IN THE COUNTRYSIDE, SAIGON HAS GROWN ENORMOUSLY IN THE PAST FEW YEARS. EXTREMELY CROWDED HOUSING CONDITIONS PREVAIL.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE FIRST CONTINGENT OF THE MSU GROUP FELL CONCURRENT WITH A MAJOR RIOT IN SAIGON IN WHICH MANY HOMES WERE DESTROYED. THE HOTEL MAJESTIC, WHERE SOME OF OUR PEOPLE WERE STAYING, WAS RANSACKED AND RENDERED TEMPORARILY UNLIVABLE. WITH THE NORMAL SHORTAGE OF HOUSING A REAL PROBLEM DEVELOPED FOR THE MSU ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, HOMER HIGBEE, IN FINDING SUITABLE QUARTERS FOR OUR PERSONNEL. THIS WAS NOT ALWAYS POSSIBLE, AT LEAST NOT IMMEDIATELY, EVEN BY THE PAYMENT OF RELATIVELY HIGH RENTS. GIVEN THE PROBLEMS AND CIRCUMSTANCES CONFRONTING MR. HIGBEE WE BELIEVE THAT HE HAS DONE AN OUTSTANDING JOB IN PROVIDING PHYSICAL FACILITIES OF BOTH LIVING QUARTERS AND OFFICE QUARTERS SO IMPORTANT TO EFFECTIVE WORK AND OPERATIONS. SOME CRITICISM HAS BEEN LEVELLED AT US BY USOM FOR OUR HIGH PAYMENT OF RENTS. THESE CRITICISMS APPEAR TO US UNJUSTIFIED IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT USOM ELECTED NOT TO TAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR HOUSING AND IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THERE WAS NO ALTERNATIVE. ALSO THE AVERAGE RENT COSTS OF HOUSING FOR USOM AND MSU PERSONNEL HAVE BEEN EQUALIZED TO A LARGE EXTENT.

MORALE AND RECEPTION

WE FOUND THE MORALE OF OUR GROUP UNUSUALLY HIGH, EXCEPT IN ONE OR TWO INSTANCES. IN VIEW OF SPACE PROBLEMS IN SAIGON THE OFFICE QUARTERS ARE GOOD. AS ONE ENTERS THE HEADQUARTERS FOR THE MSU TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TEAM ONE HAS THE IMPRESSION OF A BUSINESSLIKE, ORDERLY OPERATION. AND THE IMPRESSION, IN FACT, TAKES ON REALITY.

WE WERE EAGERLY AWAITED. OUR COMING WAS TANGIBLE EVIDENCE OF THE INTEREST OF MSU IN THE WORK ITS REPRESENTATIVES IN THE FIELD WERE DOING. WITH THE MANIFOLD PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE MSU GROUP, IT IS URGENTLY RECOMMENDED THAT AS MANY CONSULTANTS AND REPRESENTATIVES AS POSSIBLE PROCEED TO SAIGON FROM TIME TO TIME.

IN RECOGNITION OF THE OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE MSU GROUP IN GETTING ITS PROGRAM UNDER WAY, AND IN DEERENCE TO MSU WE WERE BOTH ENTERAINED AT SPECIAL RECEPTIONS AND DINNERS IN AN EXTREMELY IMPRESSIVE MANNER.
This was particularly true of President Diem himself, who not only had a special dinner for Deans Erickson and Muelder but held a special reception in honor of the MSU group. No less warm and sincere, however, was the entertainment by members of our own group. In fact, if anything, we suffered from a bounty of good will which resulted in unintentional but an inevitable succession of eighteen hour days.

**MSU Projects**

Conferences were held with the MSU group as a whole and with individual staff in charge of the respective programs. The MSU group at the time of our visit was constituted as follows:

1. Ralph Smuckler, Acting Chief Advisor

**Executive Office**

2. Homer Higbee, Executive Officer
3. Robert Mckeen
4. Miss Rosalie Casad, Secretary

**Police Project**

5. Howard Hoyt, Deputy Advisor
6. Jack Ryan
7. Corey Dymond
8. Gilbert Shelby
9. Charles Sloane
10. George Boudrias
11. Richard Rogers
12. Joseph Marlow

**Field Administration Project**

13. Walter Mode, Deputy Advisor
14. Melville Sanderson
15. Wayne Snyder
16. Rolland Haney
17. Miss Alexandra Rolland
18. Mrs. Marjorie Lindholm, Secretary

**Institute Projects**

19. Guy Fox, Deputy Advisor for Degree Program
20. Mrs. Henrietta Alubowicz, Librarian
   Mrs. Blanche Stroup (Contract Employee)
21. John Hunter, Deputy Advisor for Economics Section
22. David Cole, Economics Section
23. Richard Lindholm (Economist, on loan to USOM)

**Presidency Project**

24. John Dorsey, Deputy Advisor

**In-Service Training**

25. Frederic Wickert, Coordinator (Deputy Advisor)

THE FIELD ADMINISTRATION PROJECT IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT IN WHICH WE ARE ENGAGED. THE WORK WHICH IS BEING DONE HERE HAS NO COUNTERPART IN THE ACTIVITY OF USOM, THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE ADMINISTRATION, OR THE VIETNAM GOVERNMENT. THE IMMEDIATE AND IMPORTANT THING IS THAT THIS WORK PROCEED AND EXCELLENT PROGRESS IS BEING MADE. EVENTUALLY THERE WILL BE THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING HOW THE FIELD ADMINISTRATION PROJECT CAN BE LINKED TO SOME ESTABLISHED AND PERMANENT AGENCY OR INSTITUTION.

WE VISITED AND MET WITH THE OFFICIALS IN CHARGE OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADMINISTRATION. THE HEAD OF THE INSTITUTE IS MR. THONG, WHO IS ALSO THE MINISTER OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL ACTION. HE GAVE A RECEPTION IN OUR HONOR. ALSO THE STUDENTS OF THE INSTITUTE WERE CALLED BACK A DAY EARLY IN ORDER TO MEET THE TWO DEANS FROM MSU WHO WERE ASKED TO GIVE SPEECHES ON THE IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AS RELATED TO GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATIONS. OF CONSIDERABLE SURPRISE AND SIGNIFICANCE TO THE VIETNAM OFFICIALS WAS THE FACT THAT A NIGHT SCHOOL FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ON A ONE-YEAR BASIS FOUND READY AND POPULAR ACCEPTANCE. ABOUT 650 STUDENTS, OUT OF SOME 1400 TO 1500 APPLICANTS, ARE IN ATTENDANCE. THIS ONE-YEAR PROGRAM IS IN ADDITION TO REGULAR THREE-YEAR PROGRAMS FOR THE DAY STUDENTS, WHICH HAS AN ENROLLMENT OF SOME 207 STUDENTS. THE LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE, WITH MSU'S ASSISTANCE, IS RAPIDLY BEING ASSEMBLED AND ORGANIZED TO SUPPORT THE WORK OF THE INSTITUTE. SOME IN-SERVICE TRAINING WORK HAS BEEN PERFORMED BUT MUCH MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE AT ALL LEVELS IN THIS AREA TO IMPROVE THE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS IN ADMINISTRATION.
There is urgent need for one or two persons well versed in O & M work (organization and methods) preferably people who have had a great deal of practical experience in government administration, including the organization of an office, the development of forms, flow charts, etc. Because of the shortage of secretaries, Mrs. R. Lindholm has served in a secretarial capacity rather than in the training of secretaries as originally planned. There is some urgency to increase the amount of secretarial help in order to maximize the usefulness of the professional skills and ability of the staff.

Some unhappiness still remains on the part of the MSU Economics personnel because of the difficulty they have had in getting programs under way related to Economics. This has been caused in part by the illness of Dr. Hunter, who is now completely recovered, but chiefly because of the fear felt by the Director of USOM that our personnel might engage in the teaching of economic principles and policies, or in the development of recommendations in economic research projects, which might be at variance with economic operations and policies of USOM. As a result Professor Richard Lindholm has been working directly on the staff of USOM, thus obviating any conflict as far as his work was concerned. Dr. Lindholm has probably been able to make a greater direct impact as a Senior Economist at USOM than as a professor of Economics at the Public Administration Institute. Work plans have now been developed by the MSU Economics Section under Dr. Hunter which, if carried through, should avoid any question of conflict with economic interests of USOM and would also provide a basic contribution to economic knowledge needed in S. Vietnam. Dr. Lindholm has expressed a desire to return to the MSU group and to use the wealth of illustrative material he has gathered for teaching in the Institute. We were informed in Washington that ICA/W has been unable to recruit anyone as yet of Dr. Lindholm's ability and background.
The major police training programs and projects were visited. These included the Civil Guard (Rural Police) training center at Quan Trung; the National Police Academy; the Municipal Police in Saigon; and a meeting with General Le, Director of the Vietnamese Bureau of Investigation. The Police Administration section of the MSU group, assisted by Dr. Frederic Wickert, has done an outstanding job in developing its training program. It is well adapted to the background of the trainees, is addressed to immediate exigencies, and is making excellent progress. More American personnel in this area is needed. This problem was discussed at length between ourselves and representatives from Washington. Incidentally, Dr. Wickert has given invaluable assistance to a number of the training programs in addition to the police projects. He has a good grasp of the problems and needs of in-service training programs.

A great deal of progress has been made on the Presidency project, particularly as to a study of functions and organization. This work has been carried out primarily by Mr. Dorsey. The recent illness of his son and the boy’s forced return to America with the mother may result in the premature return of Mr. Dorsey. This is illustrative of some of the real problems confronting the MSU group. Mr. Dorsey also has an active part in the development of the participant program which provides for the sending of Vietnamese government officials to MSU for further training.

Dr. Ralph Smuckler took over as Acting Chief Advisor of the MSU group following the return of Dr. E. W. Weidner, who left to become the Coordinator of the MSU project at Michigan State. Dr. Weidner laid the foundations for a very effective operation and was ably succeeded by Dr. Smuckler, who has gained the admiration and loyalty of the entire MSU group. He also enjoys the confidence and support of the USOM and Vietnamese officials.
UNIVERSITY OF SAIGON RELATIONS

A BY-PRODUCT OF THE TRIP WAS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CLOSER RELATIONS WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF SAIGON. THE RECTOR, IN FACT, GAVE A RECEPTION IN OUR HONOR. THE MSU GROUP HAS BEEN ASKED TO PROVIDE ONE OR TWO PROFESSORS TO TEACH AT THE UNIVERSITY IN THE FACULTY OF LAW. THE DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF LAW, VU VAN MAU, IS ALSO THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. HE URGED US REPEATEDLY TO MAKE AVAILABLE PROFESSORS IN THE FIELD OF POLITICAL ECONOMY, COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, AND AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT IT IS DESIRABLE TO PROVIDE A BRIDGE BETWEEN THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADMINISTRATION AND THE UNIVERSITY OF SAIGON, WE ENCOURAGED THE MSU GROUP TO GIVE AS FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION TO HIS REQUEST AS LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY OTHER COMMITMENTS ALLOWED.

CONFERENCES WERE HELD WITH THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND ONE OR TWO ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS WERE VISITED.

ATTITUDE OF U.S. AUTHORITIES

THE CHIEF OF USOM, LELAND BARROWS, AS WELL AS AMBASSADOR REINHARDT SPOKE HIGHLY OF THE WORK OF THE MSU GROUP. DESPITE CERTAIN MISGIVINGS OVER RENT COSTS, PIaster DISBURSEMENT ARRANGEMENTS AND INITIAL APPREHENSION OVER THE ROLE OF THE ECONOMICS SECTION OF THE MSU GROUP, MR. BARROWS IS SINCERELY HAPPY AND PROUD TO HAVE THE MSU GROUP IN SAIGON. HE FEELS THEY HAVE MADE A REAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY AND AS INDIVIDUALS ARE PEOPLE OF QUALITY AND STATURE. WE CAN BE ASSURED OF HIS OVER-ALL SUPPORT. ON HIS OWN STAFF HE HAS LACKED ABLE ASSISTANCE IN THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AREA. HIS PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ADVISER, FOR EXAMPLE, PRESUMES TO EXPERTISE EVEN IN QUESTIONS OF LOGISTICS FOR THE POLICE OPERATIONS. THIS HAS LED TO NEEDLESS DELAY, CONFUSION, AND MUTUAL UNHAPPINESS.
ESTABLISHMENT OF CONFIDENCE

THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR WHICH WE OBSERVED WAS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONFIDENCE OF THE VIETNAMESE OFFICIALS IN OUR GROUP AS TO THEIR SINCERITY AND BASIC PURPOSE OF THEIR ACTIVITIES. AN ADVANTAGE ENJOYED BY THE MSU GROUP IS THE ADVANCED ORIENTATION AT MICHIGAN STATE. THE FACT THAT THEY KNEW SOME VIETNAMESE INDICATED A RESPECT FOR THE VIETNAM CULTURE UNUSUAL ON THE PART OF FOREIGNERS. WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MUTUAL RESPECT AND CONFIDENCE AN IMPORTANT BASE HAS BEEN LAID FOR THE FUTURE WORK OF THE MSU GROUP. UNDERSTANDABLY THERE WERE SUSPICIONS AND APPREHENSIONS WHICH HAD TO BE OVERCOME. THESE WERE ALLAYED, HOWEVER, LONG BEFORE OUR ARRIVAL.

UNCERTAINTY

A CLOUD OF UNCERTAINTY HANGS OVER S. VIETNAM. CLEARLY PRESIDENT DIEM IS DETERMINED TO MAKE HIS COUNTRY COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT. HE DOES NOT LACK FOR VIGOR AND ACTION BUT WHETHER THE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND INTERNATIONAL FORCES AND DEVELOPMENTS WHICH HAVE THRUST THEMSELVES ON S. VIETNAM CAN BE DIRECTED AND WHERE NECESSARY ASSISTED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR DIEM TO REALIZE HIS AMBITIONS REMAINS A QUESTION MARK AS WELL AS OUR CONCERN. JULY 1 IS VIEWED WITH SOME APPREHENSION. THIS IS THE DATE THAT GENERAL ELECTIONS FOR NORTH AND SOUTH VIETNAM ARE TO BE HELD AS PROVIDED IN THE GENEVA TREATY. S. VIETNAM HAS RENOUNCED THIS TREATY ON THE GROUNDS THAT IT WAS NOT A SIGNATORY POWER.

REPORT

THE WORK BEING PERFORMED IN SAIGON IS ONE IN WHICH MSU CAN TAKE CONSIDERABLE PRIDE. AN INFORMAL AND ORAL REPORT WAS MADE TO ICA IN WASHINGTON 23 FEBRUARY.